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1. Introduction to Measure-Correlate-Predict

1. Introduction
This document gives an introduction to the Measure-Correlate-Predict
tools (MCP) that are included with WindPRO. The MCP module in
WindPRO consists of the following sub-modules that were first
introduced with the release of WindPRO 2.5 in 2005:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Linear Regression MCP
Matrix method MCP
Weibull Scale MCP
Wind Index MCP

Semi-offshore
turbines
Frederikshavn, Denmark.

at

The Measure-Correlate-Predict toolbox in WindPRO (MCP) enables the user to calculate long term corrected
wind data directly in WindPRO. The MCP module provides not only a direct access to different MCPmethods, but also provides reporting through overview-reports and detailed reports for each of the methods
available.
Data that is used by the MCP-methods are contained in the WindPRO Meteo object(s). This object is the
data container for wind data saved as either time series data, table data or Weibull distribution parameters.
Most MCP-methods require two overlapping time series, each holding a concurrent time series for the
reference position and site position respectively. The long-term reference data could be either Weibull data,
table data or time series data.
The result from the MCP analysis is – typically – one or more new long term corrected Meteo-Object(s).
This meteo-object is located at the exact same position as the one holding the site data – and the intension
is, that this long term corrected object should be used in further analysis, e.g. in WAsP, PARK or other
WindPRO modules.
Long term reference wind data is available directly from within WindPRO as a part of the WindPRO online
services, see more in the WindPRO documentation available from the WindPRO knowledge base at
http://help.emd.dk/knowledgebase [14]. Typically, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data are applied for this
purposes, as well as any data from local SYNOP or METAR stations.

1.1 About the Application of MCP
MCP is the abbreviation for Measure-Correlate-Predict techniques, which is widely in use for establishing a
long-term wind statistic using limited wind data from the current site and long-term data from a more-or-less
nearby site.
The goal of any estimation of a long-term wind statistic is to establish a transfer model between the available
short-term or long-term wind data and the long-term statistic on the prediction site. The transfer model can be
grouped into (at least) four different types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Physical models (e.g. CFD flow models)
Statistical models
Empirical models
Other (combinations of the above, e.g like WAsP)

MCP-models may belong to any one of the categories or a combination hereof, indicating that the application
of MCP-models has a very wide scope:
Some MCP-models operate on large timescales – like index correction methods, where monthly data typically
are used. Other MCP-models tries to decode a one-to-one relationship between wind speeds and wind
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directions on site and on the reference mast, calling for high quality measurements. In some situations, MCPmethods are applied in order to correct the lack of ability for a model to take long-term variation into account.
This is the case when using local short-term site data in a WAsP analysis. Unfortunately, not all methods will
perform equally well in all situations, calling for the user to get acquainted to the performance and limitations
of the individual methods.
In general, the applied MCP method modifies one or more of the following descriptive data:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wind energy index
WTG energy index (measured production from the WTGs)
Weibull A-parameter + Weibull k-parameter
Wind speed and possibly also wind direction

In WindPRO methods working on (1), (3) and (4) are implemented.

1.2 A Conceptual Model for the MCP-Framework
A conceptual model for the measure-correlate-predict model is shown in Figure 1 below. From this figure it
is seen that three potential different measured datasets are input to the MCP-model:
•
•
•

Reference data: Long data
Reference data: Short term data (concurrent data)
Site data: Short term data (concurrent data)

The long term data could be any type of distribution, e.g. Weibull data, table data (joint wind distribution)
or time series data. The concurrent datasets are typically required to be time series data. Not only
measurements on wind speeds and wind direction could be used as input to advanced MCP models but also
temperature differences could prove useful. However none of the models in WindPRO currently uses other
input than wind speed and wind direction.

MODEL: Long-Term Data (SITE)
Spd (W)

Dir (θ)

MEAS: Long-Term Data (REFERENCE)
Dir (θ)

Spd (W)
Temp (∆T)

MCP MODEL

Spd (W)

Spd (W)

Dir (θ)

Dir (θ)

Temp (∆T)

MEAS: Short-Term Data (SITE)

MEAS: Short-Term Data (REFERENCE)

Figure 1: Conceptual Model for Measure-Correlate-Predict Models.
Note: When doing MCP calculations in WindPRO, the input data are always internally treated as three
different input sources. However, in many cases the long term reference data and the concurrent reference
data series may come from the same time series data source. In such a situation, WindPRO will
automatically select the same series for both input sources.
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1.3 The MCP facilities in WindPRO 2.5
Below is a list of sub-sections briefly outlining the MCP facilities, which was introduced from WindPRO
2.5 and improved with later WindPRO releases.
1.3.1 Linear Regression MCP

The (Linear) regression tool enables
the user to inspect the fit directly
through an animated graph. If the fit is
not satisfactory, a wide range of
parameters may be fine-tuned to
provide a better fit. The regression
tool is not limited to linear regression,
but also higher order polynomials may
be used in modelling wind speeds and
wind veer.

1.3.2 Matrix Method MCP

The matrix method in WindPRO models the
changes in wind speed and wind direction
through a joint distribution fitted on the ‘matrix’
of wind speed bins and wind direction bins. The
user may choose to either use polynomials fitted
to the data statistics or – where appropriate - to
use the measured samples directly when doing
the matrix MCP.

1.3.3 Weibull Scale MCP

The Weibull Scale method is a very
simple empirical method, which does
its manipulation directly on the
Weibull form and scale parameters
(A,k) as well as on the frequency
distribution.
The Weibull method has the
advantage, that it will match the nature
of the wind at most places, but beware
that application of this method should
be done with caution on locations with
significant non-Weibull distributions.
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1.3.4 Wind Index MCP
The index correlation method is a
method typically making the MCP
analysis by using monthly averages of
the energy yield, thus disregarding the
directional distribution of the winds.
Even though this method may seem
rather crude and primitive when
comparing to other more advanced
MCP methods, it has its advantages in
stability and performance – even in
the cases where other MCP methods
seem to fail.
The Wind Index MCP method in
WindPRO offers the opportunity to
calculate the wind indexes using real
power curves from the wind turbines
included in the wind turbine catalogue
in WindPRO. Also a generic power
curve may be chosen.
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2. Regression Measure-Correlate-Predict Methods
2.1 Introduction
The regression MCP method holds the traditional linear
regression MCP analysis as well as other - more general regression models using polynomials of other orders.
Specializations of the polynomial-fitting methods are also
included, provided in order to comply with methods used or
suggested by other companies. One of the specialization is
here an MCP method forcing the regression line through the
origin (0,0). However, this option should be used only with
caution as it typically provides a significantly poorer fit to
the data than the methods where a non-zero intersection with
Wind Farm in Southern Europe
the y-axis is allowed.

Figure 1: Linear fitting of wind speeds (x: winds at reference position, y: winds at site position)
The regression MCP methods in WindPRO are improved over a traditional linear regression analysis, as a
model for the distribution of the residuals is also included. This model allows the regression MCP method
to capture the energy content in the MCP corrected site wind distribution much better than regression
models without this option. Experience has shown, as much as 10% energy can be erroneously lost in the
long-term correction if the model is run without this option.

Figure 2: ‘Constant’ fitting of the wind veer (x: winds at reference position, y: veer from reference to site).
The Figure 1 and Figure 2 show examples on the fitting of wind speed and wind direction respectively.
Note, that a very significant scatter is present. WindPRO models this scatter through the residuals in the
linear model, which are included as zero-mean Gaussian random variables conditioned on the wind
direction and also on wind speed. Especially for the wind speeds, it may be relevant to include a model of
the scatter (residuals). This is due to the fact, that the measured points above the regression line represent
significantly more energy than the points below the line. This is due to the third power relationship between
wind speed and energy and the non-linearity of the WTG power curves. Failure in including the scatter will
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erroneously remove as much as 5-10% of the measured energy, though applying the scatter where a
Gaussian model does not apply may add too much energy.

2.2 The Regression Model
Regression modeling, where only one independent (x) and one dependent (Y) variable is present, is based
on the following equation:
Y = f ( x) + e
where

Y is the dependent variable
x is the independent variable
f(x) is the regression model
e is a random error (residual)

The regression model could be polynomials of any order or other models, but traditionally a linear model is
assumed, as this model has been found to give reasonable fits for wind energy estimation. In the case of a
regression MCP analysis, the independent variable could be the wind speed measured at the reference
position. The dependent variable (Y) is then the wind speed at the local WTG site position.

3.2.1 Wind Speed and Wind Veer Regression Model
In WindPRO, the regression models are made as models for wind speed and wind veer. The wind veer is
taken as the difference in wind direction at the site mast and the wind direction at the reference mast. All
analyses are made conditioned on the wind direction on the reference mast, i.e. the fitted regression
parameters are functions of reference site wind direction. The binning is made with one-degree resolution
in the angular variable and a 1.0 m/s resolution in the wind speed variable. However, data are loaded into
these bins from larger window - typically a 30 degree window is used – otherwise some bins may suffer
from missing data.
The following regression models are currently available in WindPRO:
Model description
No model
Constant
Linear - 1st order polynomial
Linear regression through (0,0)
Second order polynomial
Second order polynomial through (0,0)

Model equation, f(x)
Y=x
Y = β0
Y = β1⋅x+β0
Y = β1⋅x
Y =β2⋅x2+ β1⋅x+β0
Y =β2⋅x2+ β1⋅x

The regression model named ‘No model’ actually just transfers the measured data from the reference
position to the site position, i.e. if no model is chosen for the wind veer model, then the directional
distribution for the site will be the same as for the reference site. Please note that the modelling of the
residuals should be disabled if such a transfer is desired.

2.2.2 Estimation of the Regression Parameters
The regression parameters are estimated through a least squares algorithm. The least squares method
calculates the summed squared difference between the estimated response and the actual measured
response:
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SS R =

n

∑ [Yi − f ( xi )]2
i =1

The least squares method then chooses the set of regression parameters in f(x), that minimizes the squared
sum, SSR. Note, that for the linear model, analytical expressions are available for calculating the optimal
parameters enabling a quite fast calculation with this model, see S.M. Ross [11]. However for polynomials
of other orders, a general optimization algorithm is used instead, resulting in longer calculation times. The
optimization algorithm is the Amoeba method, e.g. found in Press et al [13].
2.2.3 The Distribution of the Residuals, e

As expressed earlier, the regression model yields,

Y = f ( x) + e
where e is a random error.
The distributions of the random errors may, according to Ross [11], reasonably be assumed to follow a zero
mean Gaussian distribution, e ∼ N(0,σ). However, in many cases, data shows that a better assumption is to
model the residuals conditioned on both the wind direction and the mean wind speed. This model is also
available in WindPRO, where the residuals are still modelled as Gaussian, but with the mean and standard
deviation conditioned on both wind speed and wind direction. Note that caution is needed when choosing a
residual model: such a model is needed in the MCP-modelling in order to give the right energy levels in the
new MCP-corrected time series. Currently (2010), the default model in WindPRO 2.7 is to model residuals
for wind speeds conditioned on both wind direction and wind speed, see the examples in Figure 5.

Figure 3: Wind Speed Fit (Left) with the Distribution of the Residuals (plot captured from WindPRO). To
the right is shown the modelling of the mean and standard deviation of the residuals.
When comparing the distribution of the residuals, it is convenient to consider the Standardized Residuals.
This is a normalization procedure made to bring the residuals on a common scale:
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Yi − f ( x i )
SS R / (n − 2)
where
Yi is the measured response for the i-th sample (xi)
f(xi) is the model prediction for the xi sample
n is the total number of samples
SSR is the sum of squares of the residuals
Inspecting the Figure 3 where the wind speeds is plotted, it is seen, that the distribution of the residuals
follows a Gaussian distribution quite well. This is easiest seen from the top-right figure showing the
distribution of the residuals plotted on Gauss paper, i.e. a straight line in this graph and the distribution is a
Gaussian distribution. The lower right figure shows, that the residuals seem to be reasonably independent
on the reference wind speed (the standard deviation seems quite constant regardless of the reference wind
speed).

Figure 4: Wind Veer Fit with the Distribution of the Residuals.
The Figure 4 shows the fit to the wind veer distribution. By inspecting the Gaussian paper plot it is seen
that a Gaussian distribution (straight line) is a quite raw approximation in this case. Also, when inspecting
the lower right graph with the plot of the residuals, it is also noticed that the wind veer values at the low
reference site wind speeds has a significant higher standard deviation than the ones at high wind speeds.
This suggests that a revised model should be refined to include a residual random variable with standard
deviation conditioned not only on the reference site wind direction but also the reference site wind speed.
This model is actually also included with WindPRO as an ‘Advanced Gaussian’ model. An example of this
modelling is shown in the Figure 5 where the blue line is the conditioned mean value and the green lines
are the mean plus/minus one standard deviation. As an alternative, one could investigate the modelling
options in the Matrix Method MCP; these are also able to catch such effects.
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Figure 5: Example of the Advanced Gaussian Residual Model. Left: Residuals of Wind Speed. Right:
Residuals of Wind Veer.
2.2.4 R2: Coefficient of Determination
The coefficient of determination, R2, is a statistic used for interpreting the proportion of variability in the
data set that is accounted for by the selected statistical model. The R2 gives some information about the
goodness of fit of the chosen model. The R2 is defined as
R2 = 1 −

SST =

SS E
SST

∑ (Y − Y )

2

i

SS E =

i

where

∑ (Y − Yˆ )

2

i

i

i

SST is the total sum of squares
SSE is the sum of squared errors
Yi is the sample considered
Y is the mean of the samples

Ŷi is the response value for the sample i - calculated using the chosen regression model

When considering a linear regression model, Y=A·x+B+e, then the R2 value is actually an indication of
whether the linear model is an improvement in the fit rather than the model Y=A+e (i.e. using a constant
model only). Again, e is a random error (residual). Please note, that by definition, the R2 always relates the
chosen model to the constant model.
Typically, the value of R2 is in the range from 0 to 1. However - in the case where a regression model with
a fixed intercept is used (e.g. when forcing a line through (0.0)) - then the R2 value may in fact become
negative. This happens when SSE is larger than SST. This is only an indication that the chosen model does
not fit the data as well as the ‘constant’ model.
The R2 values are often assessed like this:
R2 = 1.00:
R2 = 0.00:
R2 = 0.75:

Indicates that all response variation is explained by model chosen (because of a prefect
fit, so SSE =0)
The model chosen performs like the ‘Constant’ model
About 75% of the variation in the response variable is explained by the model. The 25%
remaining is explained by inherent variability, unknown or hidden variables.

The value R = R is called the index of fit. It commonly used as an indication of how the model fits the
data. The index of fit is also named the sample correlation coefficient, because – in the case of a linear
model – it is a natural estimator of the correlation coefficient, ρ. If not using the linear model, then this
relationship does not hold.
2
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In the two graphs below different models have been fitted to sample data, using the Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet tool. In the graph to the left, a linear curve with intercept in (0,0) is fitted. Note that the R2 is
negative, implying that a constant model would be a better choice. Also shown is a 2 order polynomial fit
with R2 = 0.63. In the graph to the right, a linear regression fit with a high R2 is shown (R2 = 0.97). Also
shown is a 6-th order polynomial fit with R2 = 0.999. This high R2 does not necessarily mean that the 6-th
order polynomial is a (physical) better model, because the variability in the response may actually be
caused by some random component inherent in the sample data.
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2.3 Calculating the Long Term Corrected Data
The long term corrected meteorological data are calculated using Bootstrap and Monte-Carlo simulation
techniques, i.e. probabilistic methods enabling generation of the long term corrected wind distribution
through an ‘artificial’ time series. For details on Monte-Carlo simulation, see [15]. For an introduction to
the Bootstrap, see [12].
An outline of the calculation and simulation procedure is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Fit the wind speed model with the corresponding residuals (conditioned on the reference wind
direction, i.e. actually in 360 bins from 0 to 359 degrees).
Fit the wind veer model with the corresponding residuals (also conditioned on the reference wind
direction, binned from 0 to 359 degrees)
Given the long term reference wind distribution, simulate out a random sample of wind direction
and wind speed, (Wref, θref).
Using the wind speed model in (1), calculate a sample of the on site wind speed data:
Wsite=f(Wref)+e. Note that f is the regression model and e is a realization of the residual random
variable.
Using the wind veer model in (2), calculate a sample of the on site wind direction: θsite=θref
+f(θref)+e. Note that f is the (wind veer) regression model and e is a realization of the residual
random variable. Also note, that the mathematical formulation is slightly different from the wind
speed model, as we are here modelling the wind veer and thus need to add the reference wind
direction.
Repeat 2-5 until the number of samples is ‘sufficiently’ large. This is typically the case when the
number of ‘artificial’ samples has reached the number of samples expected in the long term
reference period. If a time series is available for the entire reference period it is preferable to pick
the actual measurements sequentially from the reference in (3). The artificial time series is then
complete when all reference measurements have been transformed.
From the sample distribution generate table data and fit Weibull table data.
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The simulation of samples from the long term reference distribution may (step 3) may be done using data
from either the fitted Weibull data, the distribution table or from a long term reference time series. It is
recommended to use the data from the distribution table or time series, as the Weibull data are subjected to
modelling errors.
When modelling from Weibull or table data, then no correlation structure in the generated time series is
preserved. Thus only the resulting distribution tables should be compared to the actual measurements and
used in further analysis.
If however the reference data input is a time series a correlation between measured site data and predicted
site data is a measure of the success of the prediction.
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3. Matrix Method MCP
3.1 Introduction
The matrix method in WindPRO models the changes in wind
speed (speed-up) and wind direction (wind veer) through a joint
distribution fitted on the ‘matrix’ of wind speed bins and wind
direction bins.
The parallel period of measured wind data is used to calculate
the set of the transfer functions, used for transferring wind
speeds and wind directions from the reference site to the site
position. Since real measurements will suffer from data missing
in bins in the dataset, this method needs a way to fill out missing
input bins. In WindPRO, polynomials are fitted to the statistics
of the sample data enabling this interpolation/extrapolation. The
user may choose to either use polynomials fitted to the data
statistics or, where appropriate, to use the measured raw samples Wind Turbines at Göteborg, Sweden
directly when doing the matrix MCP.
A basic assumption of the matrix method is that the long term site data (wind speed and direction) can be
expressed through the simultaneous measurements of on-site data and reference site data. Actually this
relationship is basically modeled through a joint distribution between the two variables wind speed-up and
wind veer. How this joint distribution is modeled should actually depend on the data in question, but
experience using the WindPRO MCP, suggests that a combination of binned sample distributions and a
modeled joint Gaussian distribution seem to work quite well.
The transfer model, given as a conditional distribution, is actually the key distribution in the generalized
matrix method. The distribution gives the relationship between the site wind climate and the reference wind
climate. When applying the matrix method this conditional distribution is stipulated to hold regardless of
the time frame considered.

3.2 Matrix MCP Modelling
The Matrix MCP in WindPRO models the wind speed-up and the wind veer as functions of the wind speed
and wind direction on the reference site, see Figure 1 and Figure 2. Two modelling options are available in
WindPRO, either to use the measured samples themselves (through a resampling technique) or alternatively
to use the fitted polynomial model (actually through a joint Gaussian random variable). If no sample data is
available in a particular bin, then the polynomial model is always used.

Figure 1: Sample data and first order model for the wind speed-up (x: wind at reference, y=speed-up).
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Figure 2: Sample data and first order model for the wind veer (x: wind at reference, y=wind veer).
The model is based on the joint distribution of the measured wind speed-ups and wind veers. Thus, for each
measured sample we have to calculate/measure pairs of the two quantities (a pair is data with identical
timestamps):

∆u = u site − u reference

∆θ = θ site − θ reference
where

∆u is the wind speed-up
usite the wind speed at the site position
ureference the wind speed at the reference position
∆θ is the wind veer
θsite the wind veer at the site position
θreference the wind veer at the reference position

The joint distribution of f∆u,∆θ is then modelled conditioned on the wind speed and the wind direction on the
reference site. This joint distribution is represented as either through the samples (bootstrap model) or
through a joint Gaussian distribution. In the case of the joint Gaussian distribution, the distribution
parameters – mean, standard deviation and correlation - are modelled through polynomials of any order.
3.2.1 Sample Data, Sample Distributions and Statistical Moments
When the data has been measured and a match between the short-term site data and the short-term
reference data has been established, then the samples are sorted into bins with the resolution 1 m/s and 1
degree. Since a 1-degree angular resolution is too small in most cases, it is possible to feed in data from a
larger window, typically pre-set to around 30 degrees. The result from this binning is a set of joint sample
distributions of wind veer and wind speed-up. Since the data are binned with wind speed and wind
direction, these sample distributions are said to be conditioned on the mean wind speed at the reference
position and the wind direction on the reference position. The sample distributions calculated are used
directly in a bootstrapping technique (see Efron & Tibshirani [1]) when doing the Matrix MCP calculation.
Based on the sample distributions, the following sample statistics are calculated for the wind veer and the
wind speed:
•
•
•
•
•

Mean value
Standard deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Correlation

An example is shown in Figure 3 (left column).
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3.2.2 Polynomial Model of the Statistical Moments
In order to enable interpolations and extrapolations into bins where no data are present, we choose to
parameterize a model fitted to the sample distribution statistics. This parametric distribution is represented
by the two first statistical moments and the correlation, and it is assumed that a joint Gaussian distribution
is a reasonable distribution assumption (see the section 4.2.3 below).

Figure 3: Left: Sample Statistics, Right: Model of the Statistics Moments.
The mean, standard deviation and correlation are now modelled as ‘slices’ of polynomial surfaces:
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P | (U reference , θ reference ) =

n

∑ ai (θ reference ) ⋅U reference i
i =0

where

P denotes the sample statistical moment (or correlation) considered
n is the order of the polynomial
ai is the polynomial coefficients (which are also functions of θreference)

An example of this modeling is shown in Figure 3 (right side). It is seen, that the surface model seems to
capture the trends in the sample data quite well (left side of the same figure). In this case 1st order
polynomials are used in all cases except Mean wind veer where a 0th order polynomial is used.
3.2.3 Parametric Model for the Joint Wind Speed-up and Wind Veer Distribution
As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the joint distribution of wind veer and wind speed is adequately
modelled by a joint Gaussian distribution. This bivariate probability density function is given by:

f ∆u , ∆θ (∆u, ∆θ ) =
1
2πσ ∆u σ ∆θ 1 − ρ 2

 (∆u − µ ) 2 / σ 2 − 2 ρ (∆u − µ )(∆θ − µ ) / σ σ + ( ∆θ − µ ) 2 / σ 2
∆u
∆u
∆u
∆θ
∆u ∆θ
∆θ
∆θ
⋅ exp −
2

2 ⋅ 1− ρ







In the Figure 4 below, two examples of the joint wind veer and speed-up distribution are shown. This
particular example was calculated using the following mean, standard deviation and correlation:
Wind speed-up: (µ∆U , σ∆U) = (0.3 m/s, 0.5 m/s)
Wind veer:
(µ∆θ , σ∆θ) = (5.0 deg, 7.0 deg)
Correlation
ρ∆U∆θ = 0.1 (left figure), ρ∆U∆θ = 0.9 (right figure)

Figure 4: Bivariate Gaussian Distribution: Example of the Joint Speed-Up and Wind Veer Distribution.
The parametric model for the veer and speed-up distribution is typically only used in the cases where only
few samples are available in the bin. In that case, the polynomials mentioned in Section 4.2.2 are used to
find the distribution parameters. Then a realization of the wind veer and the wind speed-up are made using
the appropriate techniques.
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3.3 Calculating the Long Term Corrected Data
As in the case of regression MCP (see Chapter 3), the long term corrected meteorological data are
calculated using Bootstrap and Monte-Carlo simulation techniques, i.e. probabilistic methods enabling
generation of the long term corrected wind distribution through an ‘artificial’ time series. For details on
Monte-Carlo simulation, see [15]. For an introduction to the Bootstrap, see [12].
An outline of the Matrix MCP calculation and simulation procedure is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

In the concurrent period, the wind veer and wind speedup are calculated as the site data minus
reference data.
All sample sets (∆U, ∆θ) are sorted/grouped into the appropriate bins.
From the binned sample distributions, the statistical moments are now calculated (mean, standard
deviation and correlation).
The polynomial surfaces used to describe the statistical moments are fitted.
Given the long term reference wind distribution a random sample of wind direction and wind
speed, (Wref, θref) is simulated.
Knowing the wind speed and wind direction on the reference site, the appropriate bin is now
found. Using the data connected to this bin, a realization of the wind veer and wind distribution is
now simulated from either the real sample data (by a bootstrapping technique) or using the
modelled polynomials and the joint Gaussian model (by a Monte Carlo simulation technique).
Repeat 5-6 until the number of samples is ‘sufficiently’ large. This is typically the case when the
number of ‘artificial’ samples has reached the number of samples expected in the long term
reference period. If a time series is available for the entire reference period it is preferable to pick
the actual measurements sequentially from the reference in (5). The artificial time series is then
complete when all reference measurements have been transformed.
From the sample distribution generate table data and fit Weibull table data.

The simulation of samples from the long term reference distribution (step 3) may be done using data from
either the fitted Weibull data, the distribution table or from a long term reference time series. It is
recommended to use the data from the distribution table or time series, as the Weibull data are subjected to
modelling bias (as the Weibull distribution fit used is an ‘Energy’ fit).
When modelling from Weibull or table data, then no correlation structure in the generated time series is
preserved. Thus only the resulting distribution tables should be compared to the actual measurements and
used in further analysis.
If however the reference data input is a time series a correlation between measured site data and predicted
site data is a measure of the success of the prediction.
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4. Wind Index MCP
4.1 Introduction
The wind energy index of a particular period is defined as ratio
between the energy in the considered period (such as a particular
month) and the average (monthly) energy taken over a longer
reference period. For instance: a monthly wind index in January 2010
of 115 means that this particular month has a 15% higher wind energy
than the average month in the reference period – which is typically
taken as 20 or 30 years. The formulation used in WindPRO for the
Wind Index is:

 Average power output in some period, T

I =
 ⋅100
 Average power output in reference period, Tref 

Brokilde Wind Farm

The wind energy index could be derived from wind data (as in the WindPRO MCP module) or as
production indexes (derived from databases on wind turbine performance (such as the Danish Wind Index
available from www.vindstat.dk).
Thus, the index correlation method is a method for making the MCP analysis by using averages of the
energy yield (typically monthly averages), thus disregarding the directional distribution of the winds. Even
though this method may seem rather crude when comparing to other more advanced MCP methods, which
takes the wind veer into account; this method has its advantages in stability and performance as it may even
succeed in the cases where other MCP methods seem to fail.
This is due to the fact, that the wind indexes are related directly to WTG energy yield. The Wind Index
MCP method in WindPRO offers the opportunity to calculate the wind indexes using real power curves
from the wind turbines included in the wind turbine catalogue in WindPRO. Also a generic power curve
based on a truncated squared wind speed approach may be chosen. When the wind indexes has been
calculated, the MCP correction is done on the estimated WTG energy yield, i.e. by multiplying the
production estimated with a correction factor based on the difference in the wind index from the short term
site data to the long term site data estimate.

4.2 The Power Curve used in the Wind Index Calculation
The energy level in the wind is proportional to the third power of the wind speed. However, since the
power curve of a WTG is a non-linear function of the wind speed, then the wind index is typically
calculated as either
1.

Through a generic power curve, e.g. the square of the wind speed for wind below the stall onset
and a constant above the stall onset:

 u
P(u ) = 
u stall 2
2

2.

for u < u stall
for u ≥ u stall

From a real power curve, P(u), see an example from a Vestas V44 in the Figure 1.

The WindPRO Wind Index MCP tool offers a possibility to calculate the wind index using both types of
power curve methods.
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Figure 1: Power Curve from Vestas V44 and Simple Power Curve (scaled to fit the maximum
power of the Vestas WTG).

4.3 Wind Speeds in the Wind Index Calculation
In order for the power output - calculated for local site and reference site - to be comparable; they must be
based on a similar mean wind speed. This is done by assuming a sector uniform shear. This shear is then
applied so that both concurrent mean when speeds are set to a fixed user-inferred wind speed, typically the
expected mean wind speed at hub height.
The individual wind speed measurements are thus multiplied with the relevant factor. Both full time series
wind speeds will be adjusted with the same ratio as was applied to the respective concurrent time series.
The argument for this operation is that the variations in wind speed will only be interpreted correctly in
terms of wind energy if a comparable section of the power curve is considered.

4.3 Calculating the Wind Index
The average power output in some period, WT, is calculated using the modelled or measured power curve,
P(u):
N

∑ P(u )
i

WT =

i =1

N

Where N is the number of measured wind speeds within the period considered
ui is the i-th wind speed measurement (typically 10 minute mean wind speeds)
In WindPRO Wind Index MCP four different average power outputs are calculated or modelled. These are:
WRf,
WRc

Average power output the full reference period of the reference wind dataset
Average power output for the concurrent part of the reference wind data set

WSf.
WSc

Average power output for the full reference period of the on-site wind dataset
Average power output for the concurrent part of the on-site wind dataset
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The power output for the full period on the reference site, WRf, is set to index =100, unless specifically
stated otherwise, and the ratio in power output between WRf and WRc then gives the index of the concurrent
period so that

I Rf = 100
I Rc =

W Rc ⋅100
W Rf

Where I is the wind index of the relevant period.
The assumption is now that the index for the concurrent period at the reference site is the same as the index
for the concurrent period at the on-site, thus
I Sc = I Rc

That this is a valid assumption needs to be validated through correlation, see next section on Wind Index
Correlation. Now knowing the index of the concurrent period on the site means that it possible to find the
expected average power output for the entire site measurement period. This is done simply by multiplying
the average power output of the concurrent period for the on-site measurements with the wind index. The
relation is:

I Rc =

W Sc ⋅100
W Sf

W sf = (W Sc ⋅100) I Rc
This is then the wind index for the measurement period. Please note that in this method the entire measured
site data set is retained with original frequency and period length.

4.4 Wind Index Correction
When the expected long-term average power for measured site data has been found, Wsf, it may be
converted to a correction factor that may be used on other calculations, such as the energy yield based on a
wind statistic from the local meteorological mast.

Wsf = C sf ⋅ W sc
C Sf =

W sf
W sc

=

100
I Rc

Where CSf is the correction factor for the full site data set.
This correction factor needs to be applied to the final result of the energy calculation. If a wind statistic is
created in relation to the long term correction calculation the correction factor is automatically embedded in
the resulting wind statistic and will be applied whenever the wind statistic is used. The term used for the
correction factor in WindPRO is the Regional Correction Factor, RCF.

4.5 An Example
On a particular site, the following average power outputs have been measured (or calculated via
WindPRO):
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Reference site:
On-site:

WRf, = 450 kW; WRc = 350 kW
WSc = 200 kW

The wind index for the concurrent period on the reference site is calculated below to 77.8. Thus, this period
of consideration holds only 77.8% of the energy as the full long term reference period.

I Rc =

350 ⋅ 100
= 77.8
450

Now the Wind Index Correction factor can be calculated 1.285, i.e. the expected long term yield is 28.5%
higher than the local measurements show:

C Sf =

100
= 1.285
77.8

4.6 Validating the Wind Index Correlation
In order to make the crucial validation that the wind index for the concurrent period of the reference station
is identical to the index of the concurrent period of the site; then it is necessary to establish whether there is
a fair correlation between the two data sets. This can be established by establishing a set of monthly wind
index using the same method as described above.
Wind indexes are calculated for each month during the concurrent period comparing the monthly average
power output to that of the entire concurrent period. This is done for both reference and site data.
When the monthly wind indexes are plotted against each other like shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, then
the course of the indexes must be similar. If they are divergent it is a sign that the climates at the two
locations are different and the assumption of similar index for the same period grows weak. Similarly does
the assumption that the reference data are representative for long term conditions at the site. The correlation
is measured in either correlation value of the monthly indexes or as a standard error of the difference
between the index graphs.

Figure 2: Monthly wind index for reference (green) and concurrent data sets (blue). The
correlation is a test of how well the two graphs fit together.
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Figure 3: Correlation between wind indexes on the site and the reference station.

4.7 Calculating a LTC Wind Statistic based on a Wind Energy Index
All MCP methods in WindPRO have the opportunity to output a wind statistic where the wind speeds are
corrected into the proper long term corrected (LTC) reference level. This MCP corrected wind statistic is
primarily used for energy yield estimations such as with a WindPRO/PARK calculation.
While the calculation of a long term corrected wind statistic is fairly straightforward for MCP-methods
based on modelling of the wind speeds; then this is not the case when a wind energy index is involved.
Since the Wind Energy Index relates to the power yield from an actual turbine, then this power curve must
also be taken into consideration when using the wind index with the wind statistic. The correction method
as implemented in WindPRO is based on a numerical optimization scheme, where the Weibull form and
scale parameters are fitted to match the increase in energy as calculated from the Wind Index MCP method.
An outline of the procedure is given in the following pseudo-code:
For each pair of A and k in the Wind Statistic do
1. Calculate original AEP based on original A and k as well as turbine power curve
2. Calculate LTC-AEP based on original AEP multiplied with Wind Energy Index
3. Find the LTC Weibull parameters by numerical optimization to match LTC-AEP in (2)
4. Save the LTC Weibull parameters in new LTC corrected wind statistic
End For
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5. Weibull Scale MCP
5.1 Introduction
The Weibull Scale method is a very simple empirical method, which
does its linear manipulation directly on the Weibull form and scale
parameters (A,k) as well as adjustments on the frequency distribution.
The Weibull method has the advantage, that it will match the nature of
the wind at most places, but beware that application of this method
should be done with caution on locations with significant non-Weibull
distributions.
Also, the scaling which is linear, is a quite simple and radical
assumption. A very good directional distribution correlation is needed
for the calculation to make sense. The method works best when only Enercon E33 WTGs at Fehmarn,
small corrections are needed.
Germany.

5.2 The Weibull Scale Method
The Weibull Scale method presumes that the relationship between the Weibull distribution parameters and
the frequency follow the general relation:

[

]

long
short
λlong
λshort
site = λsite
reference ⋅ λreference

where

λ is the distribution parameter under consideration (Weibull A, k)

In the case of considering the frequencies, the modified long term frequency distribution must be
normalized to 100%, i.e. for the N sectors under consideration:

  f short 

site , i
long
long




f site
=
⋅
f
,i
reference,i
short
  f reference

,i 



where

N

∑
i =1

  f short 

long
  site, i  ⋅ f reference

,i
short
  f reference

,i 




f is the frequency
N is the number of sectors (typically 12)
i is the sector under consideration

5.3 Doing the Weibull Scale MCP
Weibull Scale MCP primarily requires look-up in the appropriate Weibull distributions, calculating the
correction table and finally doing the calculation of the long term distribution. An example of the
application of a Weibull Scale Method is shown in the Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Sample Calculation with the Weibull Scale Method.
Note that required input to the Weibull Scale Method is distributions from three different sources:
•
•
•

long term reference data (named ‘Reference Full’ above)
the overlapping parts of the reference data (named ‘Reference Concurrent’), and finally
the site data (named ‘Local Site Concurrent’ in the Figure 1)

The calculation of the concurrent datasets is made directly in WindPRO MCP using the data from the
correlation table. These data are then fitted to a distribution table and finally the Weibull parameters are
fitted from the distribution table.
Please note that as this method does not involve the transformation of a time series it is not possible to
compare a measured site time series with a predicted concurrent time series.
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6. Measure & Correlate: Evaluating the Data for the MCP-Analysis
6.1 Introduction
Before doing the actual MCP analysis, some pre-processing of the
measured data must be made in order to assure that the data are not
contaminated with erroneous measurements. Furthermore, the preprocessing should aim in validating that the long term reference data is
really representative for the local site conditions.
This chapter outlines a procedure for doing MCP source data
evaluation. Typically, most of the evaluations could be done by using
the Meteo-Object or the Meteo-Analyzer in WindPRO.
NEG Micon 750 kW wind turbine

6.2 First Step
First step is to evaluate as well the long-term reference as the short-term measurements. If the data do not
correlate reasonable well or there are erroneous data, no method will work properly. A good example of
poor data is a long-term reference that continuously decreases during the years due to urbanization or
growth around the measure mast. Another reason for poor correlation can be that the wind climate simply
differs too much from measure site to reference site. But here it is important to keep track on if it really is
the wind climate or “just” differences in local terrain conditions.

6.3 Suggested Evaluations of the Long-Term Reference Data






Is the reference mast sited in same wind climate as the measure mast (especially if one mast is in
costal region or mountain region there might be larger wind climate changes)
Were the same equipment used during all years
Were the same measurement height used during all years
Has the equipment regularly been calibrated?
Did the surroundings change during the years (urbanization, new forest or windbreaks within 5 km
radius), local obstacles within 1 km (buildings, trees etc.) or other changes, that might influence
the measured wind speeds?

6.4 Evaluation of the Correlation
The suggested approach in evaluating the correlation of the reference data versus the local data is as
follows:





Graphical inspection of parallel data – disable obviously erroneous data. Time shift if necessary.
Sector match graph or table (identify possible direction off set – possibility to correct). Low wind
speed disabling while low wind speeds often has no meaningful direction (how to handle this has
to be considered at a later stage, while moving low wind speeds from one sector to another can
change prediction quite much).
Draw and inspect figures of sector wise correlations

Furthermore, when one or more MCP calculations have been performed, then the final tab named ‘Predict’
in the MCP tool gives an overview of the calculations as shown below in Figure 1. For each calculation
some key data are shown together with several diagnostic statistical quantities (‘r’ and ‘s’ values) indicating
the goodness of each MCP prediction. If a particular MCP prediction was ended with an additional
‘StatGen’ calculation also two energy level indicators “Wind energy’ and ‘WTG energy’ are shown for the
wind statistic.
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The ‘r’ values are relative measures of goodness of fit of the prediction, identical to the correlation
coefficient in case of a linear model (see section 2.2.4 on Coefficient of Determination). ‘r’ can range
between 0 and 1, with 1 being a perfect prediction.

Figure 1: The ‘Predict’ tab in a WindPRO MCP calculation.
The ‘s’ values are absolute measures of fit as is also seen from their units. In statistical terms the
descriptive name is ‘root mean squared residual’ as it indicates the typical residual (i.e. error or deviation)
of the predicted time series. ‘s’ is an unbounded positive quantity. The equation for “s” is:

 Y  Yˆ 
n

s
where

i 1

2

i

i

n2

s is the root mean squared residual
Yi is the sample considered
n is the number of samples
Yˆi is the response value for the sample i – calculated using the model of consideration

For the Regression and Matrix methods there is an ‘r’ and ‘s’ pair based on the predicted wind speed time
series and a pair based on monthly energy indices. For the Index method there is only an ‘r’ and ‘s’ pair for
monthly energy indices as no wind speed time series is predicted. For the Weibull scale method there are
no time series and, thus, no ‘r’ and ‘s’ values at all.
6.4.1 A Small Note on Comparing Different MCP-Methods
The estimates of correlation (r) and standard error (s) on wind speed for the linear regression method and
the matrix method are based on a comparison of local on-site wind speed measurements and the predicted
wind speed time series by transferring data from the reference series to the local site. The reported value is
for individual measurements, though in the graphical presentation in WindPRO - it is possible to obtain
values with different averaging periods.
The estimates of correlation (r) and standard error (s) on wind index for the linear regression method and
the matrix method are based on a comparison of normalized production time series for local data and
transferred (predicted) data. The production time series are obtained by applying a power curve to the wind
speed time series (selected in the Setup tab). The normalization is done against the average production for
the concurrent period. The reported value is using monthly averages (in effect the monthly windiness
index), though other averaging periods are available in the graphical presentation in WindPRO.
The estimates of correlation (r) and standard error (s) for wind index method is based on a comparison of
normalized production time series from the local and the reference data sets. No transfer function is
included as the method does not predict a new time series for the local site, but rather apply a general
correction factor to the local data set.
The fundamental difference on the calculation methods is the reason why the correlation and standard error
values cannot be compared directly between Linear regression and Matrix method on the one hand and the
Index method on the other hand.
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6.5 Considerations Concerning Sample Averaging Period
Standard in meteorological measurements is to take the last 10 minutes as the typically available reference
data; 1-hour, 3-hour or 6-hour values. If other method is used, this might lead to that the data set should be
manipulated.
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Below is a list of selected literature related to the MeasureCorrelate-Predict methods and also the WindPRO
implementation of the various MCP-methods. Additional
literature and references are found at the end of the individual
chapters which holds the detailed information of the
implemented MCP-methods.
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